**Objectives of Campus to Corporate program:**

- Develop level of excellence in all round soft skills.
- Expert guidance on targeted technical skills.
- Create self-confident individuals by mastering technical skills, inter-personal skills, team management skills and leadership skills.
- Develop all-round personalities with a mature outlook to function efficiently in different circumstances.
- Develop broad career plans, evaluate the employment market, identify the organizations to get good placement, match the job requirements and skill sets.
- Take through various selection procedures adopted by the recruiters.
- Off Campus placement assistance in the form of Employee References in all IT MNCs in India.
- Reaching to the green zone of success.
- Moving up on Employability index.
- Transformation from Student to highly paid professional.

Skills Ahead is nurturing excellence and revoking individual’s hidden potential since its inception. It is an organized team of successful engineers, managers and trainers from top MNCs in India, USA and Europe. Skills Ahead provides a focused & customized Campus to corporate program.

Skills Ahead equips the participants with its interactive portal for any time access to study materials, to interact with trainers and subject matter experts; it also provides a platform to get global recognition through blog posts, associate with us and Q&A application.
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Excellence in each activity we do, leads into the success we desire.
Excellence is not a virtue or bless, it’s an art to learn and possess.
When excellence becomes habit success follows willingly.

A vital range of students turned into highly employable skilled professionals, average professionals turned into exceptionally great performers and small business aspirants turned into globally recognized entrepreneurs. It’s not because they are born special, it’s because they have gone through a process to learn to be excellent in each activity they did and do.

Skills Ahead is nurturing excellence and revoking individual’s hidden potential since its inception. It is an organized team of successful engineers, managers and trainers from top MNCs in India, USA and Europe. Skills Ahead provides a focused & customized Campus to corporate program.

Skills Ahead equips the participants with its interactive portal for any time access to study materials, to interact with trainers and subject matter experts; it also provides a platform to get global recognition through blog posts, associate with us and Q&A application.
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Employers from corporate world want to select, retain and promote young individuals who are good at written and vocal communications, good at taking initiatives, good at taking responsibility, who are ethical and who are capable to work under pressure. All this is a mandate on top of technical expertise and knowledge gained from college and experience.

Skills Ahead is a Training and Consultancy firm with a globally recognized team of experienced professionals from MNCs located in India, Europe, US and Middle East. It’s a team of professionals with more than ten years of extensive experience in their domains and cross-cultural environments. Skills Ahead has developed the Exclusive Campus to Corporate Program to lift the fresh Engineering/MBA graduates from average student to excellent employable professionals.

Skills Ahead
Skills Ahead is a Training and Consultancy firm with a globally recognized team of experienced professionals from MNCs located in India, Europe, US and Middle East. It’s a team of professionals with more than ten years of extensive experience in their domains and cross-cultural environments.

Skills Ahead Training Services
Targeted training programs for colleges, Corporates and individuals with complete coverage of Soft Skills, Management Skills, Technical Skills & Certificate Programs.

Skills Ahead Consultancy Services
We believe success is derived from excellence. At Skills Ahead we provide excellence in IT consultancy, Resourcing, Human Counseling, Career Guidance and personal Grooming.

Skills Ahead Campus Programs
Exclusive Campus to Corporate program for Engineering and MBA students to lift their sure shot Employability quotient.

Skills Ahead Associate
It’s an opportunity for Skilled and Dynamic Professors and Students to associate with us and raise their lives to next level of knowledge and wealth.

Interactive Q&A Portal
Visit www.skillsahead.net, go to Q&A Section and you can interact here with any of the professors or students across colleges/locations on any of the question related to your academic stream. It’s an innovative platform to discuss and consult with a mass of skillful brains.

Your Space
Skills Ahead portal provides a unique feature in the form of Trainer’s & Lerner’s work space where each of them can manage their CV, interact and participate in discussions.

Study Materials
An exhaustive storage of Study material related to trainings, academic and soft skills is made available on Skills Ahead website for anytime download.